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Thickmess dependence of magnetic blocking in granular thin films with interacting magnetic particles
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Interparticle interaction among single domain nanosize magnetic particles embedded in nonmagnetic matrix was studied. Attention was paid to concentrated Cu–Co granular thin films with a fixed magnetic volume fraction (20%). By analyzing theoretical models and comparing with experimental results, a dimensional constraint on the magnetic properties was found. As the film thickness reduces toward the thin limit the interparticle interaction plays important roles in modifying the magnetic behavior. The dipolar interaction energy was calculated among magnetic particles including far-neighbor interaction for films with different thickness values. When magnetization variation is included in the calculation, the resulting calculated interaction energy versus film thickness shows remarkable agreement with the variation of experimental observed peak temperature derived from magnetic blocking curves. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main challenges in the era of information technology is the miniaturization of magnetic data bits into the nanoreregime without losing stability of the stored information. 1,2 This requires understanding interaction mechanisms between magnetic particles and developing materials 3 with more stable magnetic states at reduced dimensions. Thus, there has been extensive recent interest in better understanding magnetic properties of heterogeneous materials with high concentrations of magnetic nanoparticles.

The main source of magnetic instability is related to the superparamagnetism phenomenon. The superparamagnetic phenomenon is associated with the well-known features in the dc susceptibility of systems with single domain magnetic particles, exhibiting a broad peak versus temperature. This phenomenon is a result of freezing magnetic moments below a characteristic temperature, $T_B$, called the blocking temperature. 4,5 Above the blocking temperature thermal agitation overcomes the energy barriers pinning the magnetic moments, resulting a loss of magnetic memory. Below $T_B$, the energy of thermal excitations is too low to overcome energy barriers to rotate the magnetic moments of ultrafine particles within the characteristic time of the measurement.

The mechanisms for magnetic blocking are manifolds in a heterogeneous system, because there are different magnetic interactions that make blocking barriers for the magnetic moments of ultrafine particles. There are magnetic anisotropies that are always present in magnetic materials, including size, shape, stress, and crystalline anisotropy. In heterogeneous materials with concentrated magnetic particles the magnetostatic interaction is not negligible and, thus, could contribute to the interaction energy.

It is in this context we focus attention on the effects of magnetostatic interactions on magnetic blocking in granular magnetic thin films. The model system is a series of Cu$_{80}$Co$_{20}$ granular thin films with a fixed volume fraction of Co of 20%. The system variation was realized by changing the film thickness over a wide range from 7 to 400 nm. We studied magnetic dipole interactions among Co magnetic particles as the film thickness was varied. In this work, we report agreement obtained between the calculated dipole-dipole interaction energy and the experimentally observed variation of magnetic blocking temperature versus the film thickness over the range of thickness studied.

II. THICKNESS DEPENDENCE OF MAGNETIC PROPERTIES: EXPERIMENT

First, we briefly summarize the main experimental results. Certain details were presented in a previous letter. 6 Granular thin films of Cu$_{80}$Co$_{20}$ with nominal 20% Co were consistently deposited on Si substrates by magnetron sputtering in a high vacuum system. Constant magnetic composition and deposition conditions were maintained to achieve similar microstructure. A series of such films was deposited with different film thickness values and they were measured for their magnetic characteristics to study the thickness dependence of magnetic properties.

Microstructure characterizations were done on these granular thin films using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and x-ray diffraction. It was found from TEM cross-section imaginary analysis that the granular films are continuous with smooth surfaces even down to the thinnest films studied (7 nm), as shown in Fig. 1 by TEM cross-section
images for two thinner Cu$_{80}$Co$_{20}$ films. Thus, it is unlikely that any observed magnetic effects and the related thickness dependence are due to surface roughness. Such roughened surfaces may induce Néel coupling which may create opposite magnetic poles adjacent to each other that affects the magnetic properties.

The magnetic microstructure was determined by measuring the magnetic properties \(\approx\) superparamagnetism or Curie–Wise behavior \(\approx\) to derive the size of magnetic clusters \(\approx\) or particles \(\approx\). It was found that the average particle size of Co particles was approximately 3 nm and was nearly constant with film thickness.\(^6\) The magnetic measurements were done in a superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer \(\approx\) Quantum Design \(\approx\) in a wide temperature range \(\approx\) from 4.2 to 400 K \(\approx\) and field range \(\approx\) from \(-50\) to \(+50\) Oe \(\approx\). Magnetization hysteresis loops were measured at various temperatures in a sweeping field between \(-50\) to \(+50\) Oe. Zero-field cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) magnetic susceptibilities were measured versus temperature. The susceptibility measurements were done in a small magnetic field \(\approx\) typically \(50\) Oe \(\approx\) to obtain strong enough magnetic signal and yet small enough that the measured susceptibility is within the linear region versus the magnetic field.

Representative results of measured dc ZFC and FC susceptibility curves are presented in Fig. 2 (also shown in Ref. \(^6\)) for films with two different thickness values, demonstrating typical behavior of superparamagnetism and magnetic blocking with a broad peak at some characteristic temperature \(T_M\), very close to the blocking temperature. In fact, for the thicker films, \(T_M\) coincides with \(T_B\). By definition, the blocking temperature, \(T_B\), is the minimum temperature above that the single domain particles become superparamagnetic, and the ZFC and FC susceptibility coincide with each other above \(T_B\).

The first important fact to notice is that the blocking temperature for the thicker film is relatively high at 190 K. This is substantially higher than in most of the granular films studied so far. The relatively high \(T_M\) is unusual for as deposited films with ultrafine particles. Blocking temperature is directly proportional to the energy barrier for the magnetic moment of the particles to overcome by thermal agitation leading to superparamagnetism. Conventional analysis of \(T_M\) generally considers contributions only from anisotropy energy.\(^5,7\) It is apparent that such high values of \(T_M\) cannot be accounted for using only anisotropy consideration. According to conventional theory, \(T_B\) is proportional to the product of anisotropy constant, \(K\), and the particle volume, \(V\), as \(T_B = KV/30k_B\), where \(k_B\) is the Boltzmann constant. From the known value\(^8\) of \(K\) for the bulk Co, \(2.7 \times 10^6\) erg/cm\(^3\), and the measured Co particle size, 2.8 nm, the estimated \(T_B\) is only about 7 K, in rough agreement with the measured value\(^9\) \(- 20\) K for a powder sample composed of loosely bound Co nanoparticles. Thus, another interaction has to be considered to account for the high \(T_M\) in these samples. Interparticle interaction plays a crucial role in enhancing the magnetic firmness and, thus, is an obvious candidate.

A second interesting feature in these samples is that \(T_M\) is very different for the thicker and thinner films. In fact, below 100 nm the observed \(T_M\) monotonically decreases with decreasing temperature, as shown in the inset of Fig.
where we plot the dependence of $T_M$ on the film thickness. We observe a dramatic reduction of $T_M$ with decreasing thickness, $t$, of the granular films. The peak temperature changes by almost two orders of magnitude in a wide thickness range between 7 and 100 nm, which shows that the interaction causing the finite size effect is long range in nature. It is plausible that interparticle interactions are responsible for and manifested in the thickness dependence of $T_M$ as well. The influence of the thickness on the interaction energy in a granular film with interacting particles can be qualitatively understood, because the number of neighboring interacting particles for particles in specific locations in the films decreases with decreasing thickness.

Among long-range effects dipole–dipole interaction is the dominant contribution, although other interactions may contribute. For example, the Ruderman–Kittel–(Kasuya)–Yosida interaction responsible for the exchange coupling in Co/Cu multilayers is likely to exist in Cu–Co granular system. However, due to arbitrary shape and three-dimensional randomness of the particles, the strength of the interaction should be drastically reduced compared to multilayer films. This indicates that, to a large extend, the observed thickness dependence of magnetic blocking is due to dimensional constraint on the interparticle interactions. In fact, further detailed model analysis, as shown later, demonstrates that the magnetic dipole–dipole interaction is responsible for the high $T_M$ values and for the thickness dependence of the blocking temperature.

III. MODEL ANALYSIS

Quantitative evaluation of the energy barrier, $E_{int}$, on a magnetic particle by dipolar interactions of the neighboring particles can be calculated using the following relation as previously proposed:

$$E_{int} = M^2 V \sum_{i} n_i b_i L \left( \frac{M^2 V d_i}{k_B T} \right), \quad i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots$$

where $n_i$’s are the numbers of the $i$th nearest neighbors of the interacting particles with magnetization $M$. The coefficients, $a_i$’s and $b_i$’s, are comparable to each other, and are given by the formula $a_i = V(3\cos^2 \alpha_i - 1)/d_i^2$; they depend on the distances $d_i$’s and the position angles $\alpha_i$’s between particles.

To facilitate calculation, the earlier summations over discrete neighboring particles with different distances can be converted into integrations with continuous space variables. For example, at the center of a film with a thickness value, $t$, interaction energy can be expressed in the following form:

$$E_{int} = M^2 V^2 \rho \pi \int_{-t/2}^{t/2} \int_{-t/2}^{t/2} \int_{0}^{d_{\text{max}}} \left( \frac{r^2}{(r^2 + \xi^2)^{3/2}} \right) d r d \xi,$$

where $\rho$ represents the mean density of magnetic particles and the integration excludes a small sphere with characteristic radius $d$, corresponding to the distance between nearest neighbors; $d = \sqrt{(d^2 - r^2)}$ for $r = d$. In fact, the discrete nature of the magnetic particles is reflected by such a void in the integration, beyond which the magnetic particle distribution is treated as continuous. In the cylindrical coordinate $\xi$ is related to the thickness, $t$, and $\cos \alpha$ is a function of $r$ and $\xi$: $\cos \alpha = r/(r^2 + \xi^2)^{1/2}$.

The upper limit, $r_{\text{max}}$, in the integration in the film plan, can be understood as some realistic physical constraints or typical domain size formed by magnetic particles. The existence of magnetic domains in granular films was demonstrated by recent studies. Even though single domain and nanosized ferromagnetic particles are physically separated from each other, through certain interactions, magnetic particles form ferromagnetic domains with typical domain sizes of about 100–140 nm. Thus, one expects that beyond such length scale dipolar interactions diminish with distance and can be neglected. The estimated dipolar interaction strength within such a domain provides sufficient energy corresponding to a $T_M$ value of about 100 K.

Results of integration using the above simple model are presented in Fig. 3 for energy variation distributed across the granular films with different thickness values. The calculated average energy (thick solid line, with $\delta = 5$ nm) indicates that around 100 nm the energy barrier related to dipolar interaction begins to decrease, first gradually and then more dramatically, which could account for the experimental trends. However, the detailed shape of the energy curves does not exactly match the experimentally observed variation of blocking temperature. The decrease in the experimentally observed $T_M$ is more abrupt below 100 nm, following almost linear decreasing behavior, while the calculated energy curve is more gradual at the beginning. Nonetheless, the calculated energy curves all approach zero as $t$ approaches zero, correctly predicting the experimental observation.

Upon further examination of the experimental results, we found that the spontaneous magnetization, $M_S$ of these
granular films does not maintain a constant value as a function of film thickness. The variation of \( M_S \) is shown in the inset of Fig. 4, showing that the value of \( M_S \) starts to decrease below 100 nm and it reaches about half the value for the thicker films in the thin limit. This indicates that for thinner films there was incomplete phase separation between Co and Cu atoms in the Co-rich clusters, since there is a small miscibility (a few percent) between the two elements. In the nanophase alloys, atomically mixing of Co and Cu causes the Co clusters to lose magnetic moment and become nonmagnetic. Also, the Co–Cu interface reduces the magnetization due to magnetic dead layer. This is evident in the thicker films with lower value (1000 emu) of \( M_S \) compared to bulk Co (1400 emu).

It is likely that there is an accumulative heat dissipation effect due to kinetic bombardment of sputtering during the deposition of the films, causing a slightly higher temperature during the deposition in the thicker films resulting in better phase separation. A lower magnetic moment per particle means a lower interaction energy. In fact, the interaction energy, \( E_{\text{int}} \), which is a two-particle interaction type, should scale as \( M_S^2 \) in addition to the finite-size dependence demonstrated earlier. When this correction is taken into account there is a quantitative agreement between the calculated interaction energy curve and the observed \( T_M \) as a function of thickness, as shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the \( E_{\text{int}} \) curve on the edge of the granular films is compared with the measured \( T_M \), showing an excellent agreement over the whole thickness range studied. The reason for using the edge \( E_{\text{int}} \) for comparison is due to the fact that \( T_M \) measures the minimal energy barrier for blocking of the magnetic moments of the particles, and at the edges of the film the interaction energy is the lowest.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Interparticle interaction among single domain nanosize magnetic particles embedded in nonmagnetic matrix was studied for Cu$_{80}$Co$_{20}$ granular thin films. By analyzing theoretical models and comparing with experimental results, we found that the interparticle dipolar interaction plays important roles in modifying magnetic behavior and magnetic blocking. The calculation revealed that the interaction energy varies across the film from edge to edge and it is strongly dependent on film thickness. Good quantitative agreement of the calculated energy curve with the experimental blocking energy derived from magnetic blocking curve was achieved after taking the magnetization variation into account.
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